
A better home starts 
with a better foundation. 

At Coello and Associates, we strive to provide the best 
foundations and fl atwork available in Southeastern Wisconsin. 
While our competitors provide a no-name foundation built 
to meet minimum code requirements, you will fi nd a plaque 
with our name on every wall we pour.  This plaque provides 
more than just our company information; it is a symbol of our 
dedication to creating a foundation built to last a lifetime.

We often see builders skimping on the quality of their 
foundations in order to spend more on other parts of the 
home.  We’d like to believe if they really understood foundation 
construction, they’d think twice about their decision.  In order to 
effectively sell a Coello foundation, you should also know what 
it takes to build a foundation.  

We’ve broken this down 
into seven critical elements 
to help you further 
understand foundation 
construction, which 
will make you proud to 
offer your customers a 
foundation built by Coello 
& Associates.   
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Concrete may be a great building material, but its inherent chemical composition makes 
cracking inevitable.  To combat this problem, we must control where the cracks will occur, 
hence the term “control joint”.  Per the American Concrete Institute (ACI) document 332 for 
residential construction, the following engineering declaration is made, “Using concrete 
joints is the most effective method of controlling cracking.  Concrete that is not properly 
divided into smaller sections by joints to accommodate drying shrinkage and temperature 
contraction will crack in a random manner.”   In order to be effective, a control joint’s depth 
must be at least 25% of the thickness of the wall.  
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It is imperative to take this one 
step further by adding a piece of 
material inside the wall to block 
any water from making its way 
through the control joint.  This fi ller, 
known as waterstop, can be made 
of steel, rubber, plastic or vinyl.

The joints should be spaced no 
more than 20 linear feet apart and 
as the walls grow taller, the joints 
should be placed closer together.  
There are area contractors adding 
joints without waterstop.  This 
does nothing to keep basements 
dry, instead, the joints will likely be 
where the walls will leak.         

Those who understand the structural properties of concrete know it must be paired with 
steel in order for it to meet its potential as a building material.  Concrete is very strong 
under compression (forces/loads being applied directly down on the object), but is weak 
under tension (forces/loads pulling on the object).   Steel has the opposite properties. 
Combining these materials produces a strong, sustainable, and economical building 
solution. 

While horizontal rebar is important for reducing shrinkage cracking, the vertical steel is 
what really adds to the foundation’s strength.   Vertical bars are added to the foundation 
wall to strengthen the structure against the loads from the backfi ll soils.  Soils in 
Southeastern Wisconsin on average exert a two ton load onto the foundation wall.  If 
you can imagine turning your foundation wall sideways and having a small SUV parked 
on top, would you stand underneath the wall without knowing your foundation was 
reinforced?  We would not, that’s why Coello & Associates asked an engineering fi rm for 
guidance to develop a foundation wall designed to support the loads exhibited by the 
soils found in Southeastern Wisconsin.   This area is unique because our soil types range 
from loose and sandy to very heavy clays, so the minimum may be good enough in one 
municipality, while it would fail in another.  

1. Control Joints with Waterstop

2. Vertical Steel Reinforcement



4. Site Specifi c Adjustments

3. Location of Steel Reinforcement
Reinforcement must be properly located within the wall 
for it to do its job.  Strength will not be gained unless the 
steel is added where the load will be exerted.  For example, 
for a 12” thick foundation wall, the vertical rebar must be 
placed to the inside third of the wall, or within 4” of the 
inside of the basement.  Marginal strength is gained from 
bars placed in the middle of the wall and bars placed in 
the outer third really do nothing to enhance the wall’s 
performance.  

It is also important to note that all rebar in concrete should 
be placed at least 1 ½” to 2” from the surface or from the 
edge of the wall to protect the steel from corrosion.

We follow these best practices, while other contractors 
often pay attention only to sizing and spacing 
requirements on a plan.
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Glacial activity left Southeastern Wisconsin with a great number of unique soil 
classifi cations for one geographic region.  Depending on where the glaciers stopped, 
you may see sand, bedrock, gravel, clay, or a variety of each.  Engineered fi ll may also be 
encountered. 
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The moisture carrying capacity of each 
soil, along with the water table, possible 
existing fi eld tiles, fl ood plains, and 
water retention ponds also play a big 
role in determining site requirements.  
Simply put; it’s complicated.

Coello & Associates evaluates all 
sites after excavation to ensure the 
foundation we plan to construct will 
perform given the conditions on 
site.  Performing this evaluation after 
excavation is critical because it is not 
until then that a true assessment can be 
made.  

Adjustments in drainage, wall height, 
steel reinforcement, waterproofi ng, 
sump pump specifi cations, and concrete 
design are but a few of the variables we 
look at to make sure a foundation will 
last for generations to come. 



The concrete itself is also very critical.   We work closely with our suppliers to ensure our 
concrete contains the proper ingredients in the correct proportions.   Beyond the mix, it 
is our responsibility to place and properly consolidate the concrete so that it performs 
as it should.   Tight compaction of the concrete elements (stone, sand, and cement) 
means a stronger and denser foundation wall.  This is accomplished through hand tool 
consolidation or with mechanical vibration.  Labor intensive hand consolidation falls short 
in terms of results, yet it is the most popular method used by area contractors.  Mechanical 
vibration involves using a unique machine to compact the ingredients as tight as possible, 
which produces superior results.   We use a combination of both techniques. 

5.  Compaction & Slump are Key
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When placing concrete, it is vital to add only the 
minimum amount of water to allow for the proper 
chemical reaction to occur.  Adding too much water 
will compromise the strength of the concrete, yet 
contractors often do this to make the concrete more 
workable.   

This practice may not negatively affect the wall’s 
appearance, but its propensity for cracking will greatly 
increase.   If more workability is desired, we work with 
the concrete supplier to add appropriate admixtures 
that will not have an adverse effect on the wall’s 
strength. 

6. Tight Foundation Tolerances
Many builders consider a rough fi nish on 
the top of a foundation acceptable, but it 
is very hard to create a tight seal between 
the lumber framing and the foundation 
with a rough fi nish.  Air, as well as bugs, will 
infi ltrate the home at this area if not tightly 
sealed.   This is why we use a fi nishing tool 
to give the foundation wall a smooth and 
level fi nish.
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7. Treated Drops on Exposure Walls
When you are building a walk-out or look-out basement,  considerations must be made for tying 
the wood framing to the concrete wall.  Without a secure stud wall to concrete connection, there 
is a greater chance of wind loads or loads from above causing the stud wall to shift. 
Properly tying the wood to the concrete will stiffen up the 
structure and reduce the likelihood of movement, known 
as racking.  A secure bond between wood and concrete will 
also minimize the issue of air infi ltration.  

Coello & Associates imbeds a piece of treated lumber so 
the stud wall can be securely and easily connected to our 
foundation wall, a practice overlooked by most of our 
competition.
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